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Abstract. Next generation networks – spanning from wide area net-
works to intra-datacenters – are expected to encompass devices and
sub-devices from different vendors. Inter operability and vendor neu-
trality are now key topics for researchers and companies as a way to
reduce costs avoiding to be tied to a single vendor. Also the manage-
ment system is expected to be disaggregated from the hardware and
possibly developed by a different company. An example is the white
box, which disaggregates the software from the hardware and can be
composed of modules from different vendors. Currently, NETCONF –
based on YANG – is the protocol considered for the (re)configuration
of white boxes. Discussions are being carried on to identify commonly
agreed information models to guarantee vendor-neutral configuration
and management of next generation networks.
In addition, emerging services (e.g., 5G) will impose the involvement
of a variety of technologies (e.g., networks, datacenters) and resources
(e.g., compute, storage, radio). Such heterogeneity will imply the coop-
eration of several business actors to bring services to the users. In such
a scenario, the management of resources will require their abstraction
in order to satisfy confidentiality as well as to increase scalability and,
again, to provide information that is neutral with respect to the related
vendor and technology.
In this paper, we propose to use NETCONF also for the exchange
of resource information among different business actors considering
the several network segments (wide area network, data centers, radio
segment) involved in a 5G vertical. To this purpose, resource abstrac-
tion is proposed based on a YANG data model. An experiment will in-
volve the (re)configuration of a wide area network composed of white
boxes. Moreover, resource information (virtual links) will be exchanged
through NETCONF with the objective of orchestrating resources.
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1 Introduction

In the last years, a lot of interest within research and market has been
directed to vendor-neutrality, inter-operability, and disaggregation of soft-
ware from the hardware [1]. This movement started from network operators



and service providers with the objective of removing the traditional vendor-
lock-in of their networks. Indeed, up to now, multi-vendor-interoperability
is not guaranteed, thus network upgrades must be performed by the same
vendor. Similarly, the management system is tied to the network and typi-
cally proprietary of the vendor. These limitations impede the market. Inter-
operability and vendor-neutral control and management permit operators
and service providers to lower the costs avoiding to be tied to a single ven-
dor and adopting the best of breed technologies. An example is the white
box [2,3], a node disaggregating the hardware from the software (e.g., man-
agement systems) that can also be assembled by modules from different
vendors. The control of white box is performed via the NETCONF proto-
col [4] supporting vendor-neutral YANG data models [5–8].

In addition, emerging services such as automotive, e-health, video stream-
ing, documentation of mega events will be supported through the coordina-
tion of several heterogeneous technologies in different network segments.
Datacenters, radio, and network technologies will be involved in the service
delivery to the user requiring the cooperation of different business actors,
each one administrating a network segment [9]. Such business actors will
have to exchange their domain information (e.g., latency) so that services
can be orchestrated. In such a scenario, the management of resources in
play will require their abstraction (i.e., a simplification exchanging a re-
duced set of information) [10] in order to satisfy confidentiality as well as
to increase scalability and provide information that is neutral with respect
to the related vendor and technology. In particular, regarding resources, 5G
services will exploit network slice: i.e., a set of virtualized functions, connec-
tivity, compute, and storage resources [11]. The European Telecommunica-
tions Standards Institute (ETSI) is defining standard interfaces to enable
domain managers (each belonging to the related company) in the exchange
of their resource information (e.g., abstracted connectivity and compute re-
sources) [12].

In this paper, we will first describe the NETCONF protocol (which oper-
ates in a client/server way) and its use for the (re)configuration of a white
box acted by a Software Defined Networking (SDN) controller. Then, we will
propose to exploit NETCONF also to manage abstracted domain informa-
tion in a 5G scenario, leveraging the native characteristics of NETCONF in
handling servers. An experiment will be presented showing the configura-
bility of a wide area network (WAN) based on white boxes. The information
exchanged between the different business actors will permit to set up re-
sources satisfying the proper level of quality of service (in terms of latency).
To this purpose, reconfiguration will be acted without exchanging informa-
tion about the technology or detailed information of the network.
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Fig. 1. White box

Table 1. Server describing configuration parameters of a cross connection

Parameter Value
Input port C

Output port B
Central frequency 193.1

Width 37.5

2 NETCONF for white box configuration

A wide area network (WAN) based on flexible grid optical technology is as-
sumed. In such a network scenario, white boxes (as the one shown in Fig. 1)
assembled with several transponders, monitors, and filters (wavelength se-
lective switches —WSSs) for switching and add/drop is considered as in [2].
The agent is the interface with the SDN controller. Regarding monitors,
WSSs support the power monitor per channel, then other power monitors
can be placed in the incoming and outgoing ports to measure the total chan-
nel power of the lines, as well as at the input and output of transponders.
More advanced monitors (e.g., for filtering effects [2]) can be also assumed.

NETCONF, operating in a client server way, is responsible for the (re)-
configuration of the white box. More specifically, NETCONF messages write
or reports parameters’ values stored into a server describing the config-
uration and the state of the white box. Such server reflects the informa-
tion model describing the white box through a set of parameters. NET-
CONF messages contain fields associated to these parameters. In particu-
lar, configuration parameters are written to the proper configuration val-
ues via the NETCONF <edit-config> message. Tab. 1 shows an entry of



Table 2. Server describing configuration parameters of a transponder

Parameter Value
net bit rate 100
baudrate 28

modulation format pm-qpsk
FEC 7

launch power 0
central frequency 193.1

Table 3. State parameters of a transponder

Parameter Value
pre-FEC BER 0.00213

osnr 16.4
cd 5133

pmd 5.19
B 33.2

the server related to a node cross-connection. In particular, the NETCONF
<edit-config> message, sent from the SDN controller to the agent, writes the
values of the proper parameters: input and output ports, and the frequency
slot characterized by a central frequency (in THz) and a width (in GHz).
Then, the agent is responsible to locally act, according to these entries, the
cross connection configuration by properly configuring the WSSs. In the case
of transponders, the <edit-config> message writes into the server the con-
figuration parameters of a specific transponder (identified with an id). An
example of configured values is reported in Tab. 2: net bit rate to 100 Gb/s
achieved with polarization multiplexing quadrature phase shift keying (PM-
QPSK) modulation format, 7% of forward error correction (FEC), and 28
Gbaud of symbol rate, at a central frequency of 193.1 THz with a launch
power of 0 dBm.

Then, besides configuration parameters, even state parameters are in-
cluded. They can only be read and are typically used to describe monitor-
ing information. There are two ways to report monitoring information to
an SDN controller. The SDN controller can send a <get> message to the
agent requesting for the value of a specific parameter. The second way is
asynchronous and based on a subscription and notification mechanism. The
SDN controller, through the <create-subscription> message, asks to be no-
tified when a state parameter exceeds a given value decided by the SDN
controller. Tab. 3 shows parameters monitored by a transponder through
the coherent receiver: pre-FEC bit error rate (pre-FEC BER), optical signal
to noise ratio (OSNR), chromatic dispersion (CD), polarization mode disper-
sion (PMD), and signal bandwidth B. Then, other servers will be present for
power monitors.
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The next section describes how NETCONF messages can be used also
for exchanging information about different network segments hiding the
technology.

3 NETCONF for slice management

3.1 Scenario description

The considered scenario is shown in Fig. 2. A user identified with a mobile
phone exploits a service delivered by connecting the user to two virtual net-
work functions (VNFs). This connection is enabled by virtual links involv-
ing the radio segment, the WAN, and data centers. VNFs are created using
virtual storage and compute resources of datacenters. A Network Function
Virtualization Orchestrator (NFVO), associated with a service provider, is
responsible to orchestrate all the network, storage, and compute resources
of each domain with the objective of satisfying quality of service (QoS). Sev-
eral service providers exploits a network and each provider holds an NFVO
(NFVOa and NFVOb in Fig. 2). Each domain can belong to a different busi-
ness actor and is coordinated by a manager with the view of all the re-
sources. In particular, the WAN Infrastructure Manager (WIM) [12] is re-
sponsible for the WAN, a Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) [12] for a
datacenter, and a Radio Controller (RC) for the radio. Each WIM, VIM, RC
have the detailed view of their domain and can rely on an SDN controller
for (re)configuring the domain.

3.2 Slice management through NETCONF

According to the slice definition, slice management implies the management
of network, storage, compute, and radio resources. ETSI defined a set of in-
terfaces to enable a consumer block (the NFVO) to query information about
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layer functional split (i.e., PDCP) is utilized5. 
Such high capacity is mainly due to the 
utilization of large channel bandwidth, and 
massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
as radio access technology (RAT).

Workflow
The designed 5GT-MTP workflow is shown In
Fig. 2. It is assumed that the SO requests the
5GT-MTP to interconnect VNFi in DC1 and VNFj
in DC2 with a logical link (LL, i.e. a path 
connecting two physical interfaces) of rate Rij. 
First, 5GT-MTP retrieves information about
output interfaces from the two datacenters.
Then, it interrogates WIM about active LLs from
the identified output interfaces. This
communication requires a level of abstraction
such that WIM exposes to 5GT-MTP only the
required information. We propose to exploit
NETCONF for this communication, thus the
related data model for this abstraction is based
on YANG. Abstracted LL YANG model is shown 
in Fig. 3. Such abstraction reports only a limited
set of parameters consisting of information
related to the LL identification (i.e., id), the
source and destination nodes (i.e., src-node and 

dst-node), the maximum and the available LL
rate (i.e., max-rate and available-rate), and the
introduced latency (i.e., latency).

Conversely, WIM keeps record of more
information related to the LL such as the
occupied frequency slot in the optical segment 
of LL. Once 5GT-MTP receives the information
about LLs, it checks if a LL between the
requested source and destination supports an
available rate larger than Rij. If so, that LL is
used to accommodate the new request,
otherwise 5GT-MTP triggers WIM to setup a
new LL satisfying that rate requirements. In any
case, WIM informs 5GT-MTP, for both DC1 and 
DC2, about the respective gateway (i.e., GW1
and GW2) and the interconnection between
GWs and the optical transponders present in the 
ROADMs at the edge nodes of the optical
segment. Finally, 5GT-MTP triggers VIMs (i.e.,
VIM1 in DC1 and VIM2 in DC2) to setup and
configure the VNFs. Once the IP addresses of 
the VNFs are set, the bidirectional intra-DC 
connectivity is completed by finding a path with
required band from the interface of the VNF and
the output GW interface in both datacenters.

Experimental demonstration
The proposed RANaaS connectivity scenario
has been implemented and evaluated in a 
control/management plane network testbed. The 
testbed includes a 5GT-MTP platform developed
in Python and implementing the workflow of Fig.
2, two VIMs and one WIM including a multi-layer
(IP over Elastic Optical Network) SDN controller
derived from XXXX.
The 5GT-MTP runs an internal 5GT-SO service
request generator. The 5GT-MTP southbound
API utilizes NETCONF/YANG resorting to client
NETCONF software. ConfD servers have been
developed and they are utilized at the 
northbound interfaces of WIM and VIMs.

WIM server implements disaggregated network
YANG models extended from OpenROADM
models (xPonder, ROADM and Optical Line
System models) and the WIM southbound
NETCONF interface reflects this accordingly.

In fact, NETCONF agents are employed at the

Fig. 2 Workflow involving MTP, WIM, and VIM to establish
DU-CU connectivity

Fig. 3 YANG data model for LL

Fig. 4 YANG data model for IT resources
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   +--rw coverage-area
      +--rw id              antenna-id-type
      +--rw edge-node-ip    node-id-type
MacBook-Pro-di-Nico:Fig nico$ pyang -f tree coverage.yang 
coverage.yang:1: warning: unexpected modulename "coverage-area" in coverage.yang
, should be coverage
coverage.yang:5: error: module "ietf-inet-types" not found in search path
coverage.yang:5: warning: imported module ietf-inet-types not used
coverage.yang:191: error: a type decimal64 must have a fraction-digits statement
module: coverage-area
   +--rw coverage-area
      +--rw id              antenna-id-type
      +--rw edge-node-ip    node-id-type
      +--rw d-max           decimal64
MacBook-Pro-di-Nico:Fig nico$ pyang -f tree coverage.yang 
coverage.yang:1: warning: unexpected modulename "coverage-area" in coverage.yang
, should be coverage
coverage.yang:5: error: module "ietf-inet-types" not found in search path
coverage.yang:5: warning: imported module ietf-inet-types not used
coverage.yang:94: error: a type decimal64 must have a fraction-digits statement
coverage.yang:196: error: a type decimal64 must have a fraction-digits statement
module: coverage-area
   +--rw coverage-area
      +--rw id              antenna-id-type
      +--rw edge-node-ip    node-id-type
      +--rw d-max           decimal64
      +--rw B-max           bandwidth-type
MacBook-Pro-di-Nico:Fig nico$ pyang -f tree coverage.yang 
coverage.yang:1: warning: unexpected modulename "coverage-area" in coverage.yang
, should be coverage
coverage.yang:5: error: module "ietf-inet-types" not found in search path
coverage.yang:5: warning: imported module ietf-inet-types not used
coverage.yang:94: error: a type decimal64 must have a fraction-digits statement
coverage.yang:196: error: a type decimal64 must have a fraction-digits statement
module: coverage-area
   +--rw coverage-area
      +--rw id antenna-id-type
      +--rw edge-node-ip    node-id-type

  +--rw d-max           decimal64
      +--rw B-min bandwidth-type
      +--rw B-max bandwidth-type
MacBook-Pro-di-Nico:Fig nico$ 

Last login: Fri Jan 25 18:21:00 on ttys000
MacBook-Pro-di-Nico:~ nico$ cd Documents/Ing/Conference/ONDM\ 20
ONDM 2007/          ONDM 2015_TFP/      ONDM 2018_Workshop/
ONDM 2010/          ONDM 2016_NETCONF/  ONDM 2019_Invited/
ONDM 2014_SBVT/     ONDM 2016_Workshop/ 
ONDM 2015_MRR/      ONDM 2017_Invited/  
MacBook-Pro-di-Nico:~ nico$ cd Documents/Ing/Conference/ONDM\ 2019_Invited/scrit
ti/Fig/
MacBook-Pro-di-Nico:Fig nico$ pyang -f tree vl
vl.yang  vl1.pdf  vl2.pdf  
MacBook-Pro-di-Nico:Fig nico$ pyang -f tree vl.yang 
vl.yang:1: warning: unexpected modulename "vnt" in vl.yang, should be vl
vl.yang:5: error: module "ietf-inet-types" not found in search path
vl.yang:5: warning: imported module ietf-inet-types not used
module: vnt
   +--rw virtual-links
      +--rw virtual-link [virtualLinkId]
         +--rw virtualLinkId         virtual-link-id-type
         +--rw totalBandwidth        bit-rate-type
         +--rw availableBandwidth    bit-rate-type
         +--rw latency               latency-type
         +--rw ingressNode           node-id-type
         +--rw egressNode            node-id-type
MacBook-Pro-di-Nico:Fig nico$ pyang -f tree vl.yang 
vl.yang:1: warning: unexpected modulename "vnt" in vl.yang, should be vl
vl.yang:5: error: module "ietf-inet-types" not found in search path
vl.yang:5: warning: imported module ietf-inet-types not used
module: vnt
   +--rw virtual-links
      +--rw virtualLink [virtualLinkId]
         +--rw virtualLinkId         virtual-link-id-type
         +--rw totalBandwidth        bit-rate-type
         +--rw availableBandwidth    bit-rate-type
         +--rw latency               latency-type
         +--rw ingressNode           node-id-type
         +--rw egressNode            node-id-type
MacBook-Pro-di-Nico:Fig nico$ 

Fig. 3. YANG data models for abstracted (a) virtual link, (b) compute, (c) storage
resources, and (d) coverage area.

virtual network, storage, and compute resources to the VIM [12] to reserve,
allocate, and terminate such resources. Moreover, an NFVO can also sub-
scribe to notifications if the state of some resource changes and also if some
performance parameter falls in a critical range. Network interfaces defined
for the VIM are also considered between NFVO and WIM [13]. Based on the
ETSI interfaces and operations, in this paper, we propose to use NETCONF
to manage resource information about each domain, given the nature of this
protocol in manipulating information stored into a server.

– <get> message: it can be used by the NFVO to query information about
abstracted resources: virtual network topology (in the form of a list of
virtual links), virtual compute and storage resources, radio coverage
area

– <rpc-reply> message: upon query, this message can be used by a man-
ager (e.g., WIM) to inform about abstracted resources. Fig. 3 shows our
own-developed YANG models describing the abstracted virtual link, com-
pute, and storage resources and the radio coverage area. The virtual
link is described with an identifier, with the IP addresses of ingress and
egress nodes, an overall cumulated latency, and the total and available
bandwidth. The whole path connecting the ingress and egress node, as
well as the used technology, is hidden to NFVO (for scalability or confi-
dentiality reasons), while WIM maintains the complete view of its WAN.
Storage resources are mainly described by storage values (maximum
and available), while compute resources by CPU and RAM. The radio
coverage area is described by a maximum distance (d-max) covered by
the antenna and by a maximum and minimum bandwidth that can be
used for a service in this coverage area. The maximum bandwidth is
computed in proximity of the antenna, while the minimum one is at d-
max. These values depend on propagation models, in particular on the
signal-to-interference-noise-ratio, sometimes translated into a parame-
ter named Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) [14]



– <rpc> custom message: once the NFVO has decided for a specific re-
source (e.g., a virtual link characterized by the proper latency), this mes-
sage is used to request a manager for the allocation of a specific resource.
Then, the manager, as an example the WIM, handles the allocation by
relying on an SDN controller setting up (thus configuring white box in
our case) a new lightpath between the ingress and egress pairs

– <create-subscription> message: an NFVO (e.g., NFVOa of Fig. 2) can re-
quest to a manger to be notified if a virtual resource changes (e.g., due
to a service associated to NFVOb of Fig. 2) or if a monitored parameter
falls in a critical range

– <notification> message: it is sent by the manager (e.g., a VIM) to NFVO
if the event at the previous item occurs

Such use of the NETCONF protocol embraces the new trends of describ-
ing network elements and resources in a vendor-neutral way. Moreover, the
abstraction models shown in Fig. 3 permit to describe all the resources in
play also in a technology-neutral way. Indeed, regarding virtual link re-
sources, NFVO is agnostic with respect to the technology that could be layer-
3, optical, or any other. Thus, confidentiality reasons, vendor-neutrality, and
also scalability are guaranteed.

4 Experimental demonstration

The experiment is focused on the WAN and involves a WIM and a NFVO
(for more details about an implementation related to the exchange of infor-
mation from a VIM, the reader can refer to [15]). WIM relies on an ONOS
SDN controller [16] for WAN (re)configuration. The data plane is emulated
except a node, which is based on a Lumentum white box actually configured
and reconfigured. Emulated devices are associated to NETCONF servers
based on ConfD [17] storing the YANG parameters describing each device.
The WAN topology is shown in Fig. 4. A service sensible to the latency is
considered. NFVO requests an abstracted topology to WIM between the
nodes with IP addresses 10.10.255.9 (the white box) and 10.10.255.6. At
this stage, we forced the network to have just one route (shown in Fig. 4)
between the two nodes. WIM replies with the message shown in Fig. 5 re-
porting the available virtual link (with identifier 20) characterized by a la-
tency of 10.0 ms. NFVO evaluates such latency as critical but, given the
presence of just this virtual link, NFVO selects it. Then, ONOS establishes
the considered lightpath. Fig. 6 shows the cross-connection information at
the agent of the white box. Note that the XML content is based on a model
proprietary of Lumentum, which describes the frequency slot with a start-
frequency and a end-frequency instead of a central frequency and a width.
Fig. 6 also shows the input port 5101 and the output port 5202. Given that
as policy NFVO prefers virtual links with shorter latency, NFVO periodi-
cally interrogates the WIM about the possibility to use another virtual link



Fig. 4. WAN topology and lightpath associated to the first virtual link.

<virtualLink> 
<virtualLinkId>20</virtualLinkId> 
<totalBandwidth>100</totalBandwidth> 
<availableBandwidth>100</availableBandwidth> 
<latency>10.0</latency> 
<ingressNode>10.10.255.9</ingressNode> 
<egressNode>10.10.255.6</egressNode> 
</virtualLink> 

Fig. 5. <rpc-reply> sent by WIM to NFVO reporting the available virtual link.

with shorter latency. At this stage we freed resources along an alternative
route in the WAN. Consequently, WIM replies to NFVO with another avail-
able virtual link (with identifier 21). The related message is shown in Fig. 7
reporting the latency value of 8.5 ms and the same node pairs. Thus, NFVO
can request to switch the service to the other virtual link exploiting a make-
before-break approach. The new route is shown in Fig. 8, while Fig. 9 shows
the cross-connection information at the agent of the white box after recon-
figuration. With respect to Fig. 6, Fig. 9 shows a different output port (5201),
which is the ones attached to the intermediate node 10.10.255.7. The make-
before-break approach is implemented by the NFVO by requesting to WIM
the allocation of a new virtual link and, once getting the acknowledgement,
by terminating the old virtual link. Fig. 10 shows the custom <rpc> includ-
ing the identifier 21 to allocate the second virtual link, while Fig. 11 shows
the custom <rpc> including the identifier 20 to terminate the second virtual
link.



<start-freq>193675.00</start-freq> 
<end-freq>193725.00</end-freq> 
<attenuation>10.0</attenuation> 
<blocked>false</blocked> 
<power-target>0.00</power-target> 
<power-target-tolerance>0.00</power-target-tolerance> 
<input-port-reference>ne=1;chassis=1;card=1;port=5101
</input-port-reference> 
<output-port-reference>ne=1;chassis=1;card=1;port=5202
</output-port-reference>

Fig. 6. Cross connection information at the agent of the destination edge associated
to the first virtual link.

<virtualLink> 
<virtualLinkId>21</virtualLinkId> 
<totalBandwidth>100</totalBandwidth> 
<availableBandwidth>100</availableBandwidth> 
<latency>8.5</latency> 
<ingressNode>10.10.255.9</ingressNode> 
<egressNode>10.10.255.6</egressNode> 
</virtualLink> 

Fig. 7. <rpc-reply> sent by WIM to NFVO reporting the second virtual link.

5 Conclusions

This paper presented the NETCONF protocol for the (re)configuration of
white boxes. A different use of NETCONF was also introduced considering
a 5G/inter-datacenter scenario where a service is supported by an hetero-
geneity of resources (e.g., network, storage) and network domains. In such a
scenario service orchestration requires the knowledge of resources at each
domain to properly select them. However, given the presence of different
business actors involved, resources must be abstracted and some informa-
tion hidden. Abstraction of networks, datacenters, and radio coverage area
were here provided. Thus, we proposed to use the NETCONF protocol not
only for configuration but also for the exchange of abstract resource infor-
mation (e.g., virtual link) between the several managers in play. An exper-
iment focused on the wide area network was presented. In the experiment
a service orchestrator (NFVO) interacts with the manager of the wide area
network (WIM) with the objective of obtaining a virtual link guaranteeing
a proper latency value, thus the QoS. Future works will be focused on the
information exchange between NFVO and the radio controller. Then, the
objective is to provide an overall demo involving radio segment, wide area
network, and datacenters.



Fig. 8. WAN topology and lightpath associated to the second virtual link.

<start-freq>193675.00</start-freq> 
<end-freq>193725.00</end-freq> 
<attenuation>10.0</attenuation> 
<blocked>false</blocked> 
<power-target>0.00</power-target> 
<power-target-tolerance>0.00</power-target-tolerance> 
<input-port-reference>ne=1;chassis=1;card=1;port=5101
</input-port-reference> 
<output-port-
reference>ne=1;chassis=1;card=1;port=5201
</output-port-reference> 

Fig. 9. Cross connection information at the agent of the destination edge associated
to the second virtual link.
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